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Abstract— Garbage collection in the Microsoft .NET common language runtime environment completely absolves the 

developer from tracking memory usage and knowing when to free memory. However, it is necessary to understand how it works. 

This article on .NET garbage collection explains how resources are allocated and managed and gives a detailed step-by-step 

description of how the garbage collection algorithm works. Also discuss the way resources can clean up properly when the 

garbage collector decides to free a resource's memory and how to force an object to clean up when it is freed.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Garbage collection is a process of releasing the memory used by the objects, which are no longer referenced. This is done in  

different ways and different manners in various platforms and languages. We will review how garbage collection is being done in 

.NET. 

• Almost every program uses resources such as database connection, file system objects etc. In order to make use of these 

things some resources should be available to us.  

• First we allocate a block of memory in the managed memory by using the new keyword. (This will emit the new OBJ 

instruction in the Microsoft intermediate language code generated from C#, VB.NET, Jscript.NET or any other .NET 

compliance language).  

• Use the constructor of the class to set the initial state of the object.  

• Use the resources by accessing the type’s members.  

• At last clear the memory.  

When look at these steps, it seems to be a very simple process to do with. But very few programmers do that without forgetting to 

release the memory block. C++ has got a special member function called Destructor. It has the same name of the constructor or 

the class with the ‘~’ (tilde) symbol to start with. This is a special kind of function which will be called every time by the system 

when ever the system finds that object will not be used any more by the program. (When the scope and lifetime of the object goes 

off). 

But how many times have programmers forgotten to release the memory. Or how many times the programmers try to access the 

memory which was cleaned.  

These two are the serious bugs. In order to overcome these things the concept of automatic memory management has come. 

Automatic memory management or Automatic garbage collection is a process by which the system will automatically take care of 

the memory used by unwanted objects (Called as garbage) to be released. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Automatic Garbage Collection in .NET 

When Microsoft planned to go for a new generation platform called .NET with the new generation language called C#, their first 

intention is to make a language which is developer friendly to learn and use it with having rich set of APIs to support end users as 

well. So they put a great thought in Garbage Collection and come out with this model of automatic garbage collection in .NET. 

They implemented garbage collector as a separate thread. This thread will be running always at the back end. One may think, 

running a separate thread will make extra overhead. Yes. It is right. That is why the garbage collector thread is given the lowest 

priority. But when system finds there is no space in the managed heap (managed heap is nothing but a bunch of memory allocated 

for the program at run time), then garbage collector thread will be given REALTIME priority (REALTIME priority is the highest 

priority in Windows) and collect all the unwanted objects. 

B. How does Garbage collector locate Garbage 

When a program is loaded in the memory there will be a bunch of memory allocated for that particular program alone and loaded 

with the memory. This bunch of memory is called Managed Heap in .NET world. This amount of memory will only be used when 

an object is to be loaded in to the memory for that particular program. 

This memory is separated in to three parts. 

• Generation Zero.  

• Generation One. 

• Generation Two.  

Generation Zero Generation One Generation Two 

(a) Figure 1.1 Managed Heap Structure. 

Ideally Generation zero will be in smaller size, Generation one will be in medium size and Generation two will be larger. 

When an object is created by using NEW keyword in the high level languages, it will simply emit newobj in to the MSIL file. 

(newobj is a Microsoft Intermediate Language instruction to create a new type). When newobj executes, the system will- 

• Calculate the number of bytes required for the object or type to be loaded in to the managed heap.  

• Add the bytes required for an object’s overhead. Each object has two overhead fields: a method table pointer and a 

SyncBlockIndex. On a 32-bit system, each of these fields requires 32 bits, adding 8 bytes to each object. On a 64-bit 

system, each is 64 bits, adding 16 bytes to each object.  

• The CLR then checks that the bytes required to allocate the object are available in the reserved region (committing 

storage if necessary). If the object fits, it is allocated at the address pointed to by NextObjPtr. The type’s constructor is 

called (passing NextObjPtr) for this parameter), and the newobj MSIL instruction (or the new operator) returns the 

address of the object. Just before the address is returned, NextObjPtr is advanced past the object and indicates the 

address where the next object will be placed in the heap.  

• These processes will happen at the Generation zero level.  

A B C   

(b) Figure 1.2 Allocating objects in the Managed Heap 
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When Generation Zero is full and it does not have enough space to occupy other objects but still the program wants to allocate 

some more memory for some other objects, then the garbage collector will be given the REALTIME priority and will come in to 

picture.  

Now the garbage collector will come and check all the objects in the Generation Zero level. If an object’s scope and lifetime goes 

off then the system will automatically mark it for garbage collection. 

2) Note: 

Here in the process the object is just marked and not collected. Garbage collector will only collect the object and free the 

memory. 

Garbage collector will come and start examining all the objects in the level Generation Zero right from the beginning. If it finds 

any object marked for garbage collection, it will simply remove those objects from the memory. 

Here comes the important part. Now refer to figure 1.2 above, There are three objects in the managed heap. If A and C are not 

marked but B has lost it scope and lifetime. So B should be marked for garbage collection. So object B will be collected and the 

managed heap will look like this. 

A    C    

(a) Figure 1.3 Memory Structure after Sweep 

But system will come and allocate the new objects only at the last. It does not see in between. So it is the job of garbage collector 

to compact the memory structure after collecting the objects. It does that also. So the memory would be looking like as shown 

below now. 

A C    

(b) Figure 1.4 Memory Structure after Compact 

But garbage collector does not come to end after doing this. It will look which are all the objects survive after the sweep 

(collection). Those objects will be moved to Generation One and now the Generation Zero is empty for filling new objects.  

If Generation One does not have space for objects from Generation Zero, then the process happened in Generation Zero will 

happen in Generation one as well. The same method is applied with Generation Two. 

A doubt may arise, all the generations are filled with the referred objects and still system or program wants to allocate some 

objects, then what will happen? If so, then the MemoryOutofRangeException will be thrown. 

III. KEY FINDINGS AND RESULTS 

Typed assembly languages usually support heap allocation safely, but often rely on an external garbage collector to deallocate 

objects from the heap, to prevent unsafe dangling pointers. Even if the external garbage collector is provably correct, verifying 

the safety of the interaction between programs and garbage collection is still nontrivial. 

 

 

Manual allocation:  

• search for best/first-fit block of sufficient size  

• free list maintenance  

Garbage collection:  

• locate reachable objects  

• copy reachable objects for moving collectors  

• read/write barriers for incremental collectors  
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• search for best/first-fit block and free list maintenance for non-moving collectors  

IV CONCLUSION 

 

The .NET Framework's garbage collector manages the allocation and release of memory for the application. Each time the new 

operator is used to create an object, the runtime allocates memory for the object from the managed heap. As long as address space 

is available in the managed heap, the runtime continues to allocate space for new objects. However, memory is not infinite. 

Eventually the garbage collector must perform a collection in order to free some memory. The garbage collector's optimizing 

engine determines the best time to perform a collection, based upon the allocations being made. When the garbage collector 

performs a collection, it checks for objects in the managed heap that are no longer being used by the application and performs the 

necessary operations to reclaim their memory. 

The runtime garbage collection implementation uses a generational, mark-and-compact collector algorithm that allows for 

excellent performance. It assumes that the newly created objects are smaller and tend to be accessed often, whereas older objects 

are larger and accessed less frequently. The algorithm divides the heap allocation graph into several sub-graphs, called 

generations, which allow it to spend as little time as possible collecting. Generation 0 contains young, frequently accessed 

objects. Generations 1 and 2 are for larger, older objects that can be collected less often. 
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